Photoshop Elements 6
Lesson 4-6

QUICK FIX
© Darry D Eggleston, 813.677.2871, DarryD@darryd.com
Click on any blue, underlined text to go to its linked reference.
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Quick Fix is a collection of correction tools that permit quick improvements to any photo. It can be accessed from either the Editor or from the
Organizer. Here’s how to use it from the Organizer.
1. Open your photo and Left-click on
the “Fix” tab (Figure 1).
Figure 1

2. You have two choices at this point (Figure 2).
Ø You can Left-click on each of the choices individually,
or
Ù You can Left-click on the “Quick Fix” button which is the
method I prefer. The biggest advantage will become
obvious in Step 3.

Figure 2

If you are going to “crop” your
photo, do so before you use any of
the quick fix options because they
are based upon the available
colors in the photo. An un-cropped
photo may have many more colors
and shades than a cropped photo.
See Lesson 4-8, Crop.
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3. Before you begin work in this new
window, change the view (Figure 3):
Ø Left-click on the downward arrowhead next to “View: After Only” at the
bottom of the screen.
Ù Left-click on “Before & After –
Horizontal.”
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Figure 3

4. In the Quick Fix, use the Auto buttons in the order they are listed
(Figure 4):
Ø Left-click on Smart Fix’s “Auto”
button. If you don’t like the result, skip
to Step 6.
Ù Left-click on Lighting Levels “Auto.”
Ú Left-click on Lighting Contrast “Auto.”
Û Left-click on Color’s “Auto,” but be
careful in comparing the photos as the
color changes can be quite stark.
Ü Left-click on Sharpen and you’ll be
given the option of using its “Auto” button, but this can make scanned photos
look worse because of the increased
pixelization.
Pixelization is the appearance of
pixels as individual boxes. Sometimes calFigure 4
led ‘the screen door effect,’ it refers to
images with noticeable lines or areas, between each pixel on the screen. It’s usually the result of enlarging a bitmap image,
such as a digital photograph, beyond its optimal size. However, the higher the resolution of an image, the larger one can enlarge that image before pixelization.
Ý If you don't like the changes an individual button has made, press the
Ctrl+Z keys on your keyboard to undo the last "fix." However, if you don't like
any of the changes you've made, Left-click on the “Reset” key.
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5. Whatever changes you make, save
your work (Figure 5) by selecting File
' Save or File ' Save As.
When you edit a photo in Editor
(Full Edit if selected from the Organizer)
or Quick Fix, and choose File ' Save
As, you can select the “Save In Version
Set With Original” option to put the
photo and its edited copy together in a
version set.
A version set is a type of stack that
contains one original photo and its edited
Figure 5
versions. Version sets make it easy to find
both the edited versions of an image and the
original, because they are visually stacked together instead of scattered throughout
the Organizer.

6. When satisfied with the changes,
exit the Quick Fix by Left-clicking on the
“X” in the upper-right corner (Figure 6).

Figure 6

If you return to the Organizer without exiting the Editor, you’ll see a
red warning bar across the photo
you were working upon (Figure 7).

Figure 7
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NOTE:
When you edit a photo with Auto
Smart Fix, the Organizer automatically
puts the photo and its edited copy together in a version set.
When you edit a photo in Full Edit
or Quick Fix, and choose File Save As,
you can select the Save In Version Set
Figure 8
With Original option to put the photo
and its edited copy together in a version Collapsed version set inside a stack
set.
(top), with stack icon (see arrow), and
If you edit a photo that’s already
the same stack expanded (bottom)
in a stack, the photo and its edited copy
are put in a version set this is nested in the original stack. If you edit a photo
that’s already in a version set, the edited copy is placed at the top of the existing version set. Photoshop Elements does not nest version sets within version
sets — a version set can contain only one original and its edited versions.
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